VOYAGE INTO HELSINKI
SOUTH HARBOR CULTURAL HUB

The notion of the voyage is important to Finnish culture, but it is
not unique to it, this notion is alive in all of us. A voyage is the
structure through which one can relate to the outside world. The
South Harbor Cultural Hub is the voyage into Finnish culture.
The form seeks to further the idea of the voyage by drawing
inspiration from the Finnish landscape, and it’s connection to the
sea. The fjord was also taken as inspiration not because of its
shocking form, but because of its relationship between the sea and
the earth, invoking the idea of setting sail into the unknown.
The design is a mixed-use and multi-functional set of
programmatic spaces allowing the South Harbor to become a hub
for the arts and Finnish culture. The design includes an auditorium,
shops, galleries, studios, fitness center, community space,
bars/restaurants, and a hotel. The design works to draw tourists
and locals alike because no one can achieve anything meaningful
alone.
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The South Harbor Cultural Hub site offers a unique
opportunity to catalyze the current industrialized
south harbor to become a cultural launch point into
Helsinki. The unique location offers a connection to
public transit as well as being within walking distance
to major points of interest within Helsinki including
the city center.
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Kalevala sampo. The sampo brought wealth and
prosperity to those that possess it, and reconstructing
it along the shoreline symbolizes the further good
fortune of Helsinki.
Amphitheater seating facing the harbor
New Harbor

Moving forest, fifty movable planters symbolize the
fifty runes of the Kalevala.

The central pathway takes the visitor on a voyage
through the design. The wood decking and the water
underneath evokes the sense of sailing, and begins to
draw you further into the unknown.
The east structure opens itself up to the
moving forest, and offers a connection to the
port buildings to the south.
The Sloping roof of the west structure allows for visitors to climb
up to the top bar/restaurant, as well as a raised platform for
bicyclists and pedestrians to rise above the adjacent street. During
the winter the sloped roof can be used for sledding and skiing.
Seven spaces for program creation. These are raised
platforms that symbolize the seven eggs of creation.
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